Introduction
============

*Astyanax mexicanus* cavefish are widely distributed in Northeast Mexico ([@mst136-B58]), with many of the cave populations representing independent examples of adaptation to an environment defined by perpetual darkness and limited food. At the morphological, physiological, and behavioral levels evolution from surface ancestors in the cave environment has led to parallel or convergent responses in cave populations, such as loss of vision and pigmentation ([@mst136-B106]; [@mst136-B74], [@mst136-B75]; [@mst136-B39]; [@mst136-B112]; [@mst136-B32]). Other striking examples of evolutionary replication are found in freshwater populations of sticklebacks and in dwarf whitefishes ([@mst136-B10]; [@mst136-B11]; [@mst136-B71]; [@mst136-B69]; [@mst136-B22], [@mst136-B21]; [@mst136-B25]; [@mst136-B80], [@mst136-B81]; [@mst136-B90]; [@mst136-B5]; [@mst136-B86]; [@mst136-B46]; [@mst136-B78]). Some of these studies demonstrated parallel or convergent evolution at the genetic as well as the phenotypic level ([@mst136-B90]; [@mst136-B46]; [@mst136-B78]; [@mst136-B50]; [@mst136-B82]). However, the studied populations of sticklebacks and whitefish are phylogenetically young, dating to the end of the last period of glaciation (10--12 kya), whereas the cave *Astyanax* populations are believed to be much older and believed to have evolved over the course of hundreds of thousands of years, or more ([@mst136-B37]). Thus, *A. mexicanus* cavefish are uniquely poised to address how parallel and convergent events at both the phenotypic and genetic levels depend upon time ([@mst136-B92]; [@mst136-B61]).

The past decade has seen great progress in clarifying the phylogeographic relationships among *Astyanax* cave and surface populations of Northeast Mexico, knowledge key to an understanding of the forces driving cave adaptation in this group. The current view, based on mitochondrial DNA and microsatellite (mSat) variation, is that the cave populations were drawn from at least two distinct lineages ([@mst136-B31]; [@mst136-B94], [@mst136-B95], [@mst136-B96]; [@mst136-B41]) and that individual cave populations have evolved independently at least five times ([@mst136-B16]; [@mst136-B37]). These studies confirmed earlier conclusions of multiple origins for the cave populations based on hybridization and complementation studies ([@mst136-B106]; [@mst136-B94]).

Phylogeographic studies in *Astyanax* using a variety of molecular markers have shown that extant *A. mexicanus* cavefish were derived from two distinct lineages that diverged approximately 6.7 Ma ([@mst136-B68]). Surface fish of an older stock appear to have given rise to most of the present day cave populations, but then went locally extinct and were subsequently replaced by the current surface stock ([fig. 1](#mst136-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*; SN1 and SN2). We term the cave populations derived from the old lineage as old cave populations ([fig. 1](#mst136-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*; O1, O2O3, O4O6, and O8) and the ones derived from the current surface lineage as new cave populations ([fig. 1](#mst136-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B*; N1, N2, and N3). Despite habitat differences, physical barriers and taxonomic separation, significant levels of migration still occur between cave and surface populations. Nevertheless, cave populations maintain a cave-specific phenotypic syndrome, which implies selection for its maintenance in the face of gene flow ([@mst136-B16]). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.Geographical distribution of the studied populations from three distinct geographical regions in NE Mexico and a schematic representation of the comparisons between the populations. (*A*) Collecting sites from which we obtained cave and surface specimens of *Astyanax mexicanus*. Circles represent sampled populations and are labeled as follows: El Abra region: Cueva Pachón (O1), Cuevas Yerbaniz and Japonés (O2O3), Cuevas Arroyo and Curva (O4O6), Cueva Chica (O8\*) (blue circles); Guatemala region: Cueva Molino (N1), Cueva Caballo Moro (N2) (red circles); Micos region: Cueva Río Subterráneo (N3\*) (red circle); Surface localities: El Abra and Guatemala surface localities (SN1) Rio Subterráneo Valley surface locality (SN2). The populations groups, as defined here, represent independent instances of cave adaptation and the population designations follow prior usage ([@mst136-B16]). (*B*) Population comparisons made in this study. We compared individual populations from either the new (red line) or old (blue line) cave lineages with surface populations (SN1 and SN2). Higher level comparisons were performed based on commonalities determined in each of two cave lineages in comparison to surface, representing instances of parallel evolution. We also compared loci identified in new cave and old cave groups to determine instances of convergent evolution (solid black line). The dotted black line designates the old cave population (O1) that was used in the *F*~2~ cross from which SNP markers were derived.

The impact of natural selection on cave evolved regressive traits is still under debate. One hypothesis is that given enough time and a sufficiently high mutation rate, random mutations in eye-forming genes accumulate in cave animals under relaxed selective pressure ([@mst136-B27]; [@mst136-B107], [@mst136-B108], [@mst136-B109]). Thus, eyes would eventually disappear because they are not necessary for survival in the dark environment. An alternative hypothesis suggests that eyes are lost in cave animals because they are detrimental, perhaps because of the metabolic cost of maintaining them ([@mst136-B73]). The role of natural selection on eye regression is supported by earlier quantitative trait loci (QTL) studies ([@mst136-B74]; [@mst136-B14]), but the power of those conclusions is obviously constrained by the power of QTL analysis. One promising approach to test the degree to which natural selection is driving the evolution of cave phenotypes is the genome-wide survey of natural variation, especially when multiple independently evolved cave populations as well as related surface populations are available for study.

To address the impact of natural selection on the cavefish genome, we developed new genomic markers for *A.mexicanus* using restriction site associated DNA (RAD) tag sequencing technology ([@mst136-B3]; [@mst136-B46]). We detected multiple single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and developed a genome-wide panel of 518 SNPs to estimate differentiation between the following: 1) surface and new cave populations; 2) surface and old cave populations; and 3) new and old cave populations ([fig. 1](#mst136-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). SNPs significantly differentiated in frequencies in these comparisons are candidate markers for regions having been subject to natural selection during the evolution of the cave populations. Significantly differentiated SNPs that are shared among cave populations of different lineages (new and old) are candidates for molecular convergence while those shared among cave populations of the same lineage are candidates for parallel evolution. This approach has been proven to be a powerful strategy for detecting hallmarks of selection in several organisms, including the aforementioned sticklebacks and whitefish ([@mst136-B69]; [@mst136-B25]; [@mst136-B21]; [@mst136-B80]; [@mst136-B74]; [@mst136-B3]; [@mst136-B46]; [@mst136-B32]).

We expanded a previous genetic map from a cross between a new surface and an old cave population. For some phenotypes, this significantly improved our estimates of QTL parameters, thus facilitating our ability to combine the approaches of population genetics and QTL analysis.

In this study, we identify numerous SNPs bearing hallmarks suggestive of directional selection in multiple cave populations. Some of these SNPs exhibit parallel changes within lineages; others exhibit convergent changes between lineages. Importantly, this shows that many alleles in the cave populations were derived from standing variation in the ancestral surface populations. In some, but not all, cases, differentiated SNPs can be aligned with QTL for cave-related traits.

Results
=======

SNP Diversity in Natural Populations
------------------------------------

After quality control of the samples from natural populations, we retained 272 out of 281 individuals and 518 out of 745 SNPs markers (see Materials and Methods). [Table 1](#mst136-T1){ref-type="table"} details sample locations, sizes, and quality control performed. There were no systematic differences in genotyping success between markers derived from Sanger and RAD tag sequencing (data not shown). We observed the highest numbers of polymorphic SNPs in surface (SN1 and SN2) and in the cave population samples (N3\* and O8\*) ([table 1](#mst136-T1){ref-type="table"}; [supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). The old cave population (O1) used for RAD Tag SNP discovery had similar levels of polymorphism as populations O2O3 and O8, suggesting that O1 is representative of old cave populations. The great majority of SNPs were in Hardy--Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) proportions, when samples from all populations are considered together ([table 1](#mst136-T1){ref-type="table"}). Those that were not came primarily from two populations previously identified as admixtures of cave and surface populations (N3\* = 27 and O8\* = 32) ([@mst136-B16]). Table 1.Details on Sampled Populations and Markers.PopulationCodeOrigin*Nab*Not in HWEl Abra and Guatemala (surface, SN1a, SN1b, SN1c, and SN1d)SN1Surface2532625126Rio Subterráneo valley (surface)SN2Surface4538128918Cueva MolinoN1New cave22131364Cueva Caballo MoroN2New cave2627014812Cueva Río SubterráneoN3[\*](#mst136-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}New cave2534123627Cueva PachónO1Old cave313451799Cuevas Yerbaniz and JaponésO2O3Old cave223752868Cuevas Arroyo and CurvaO4O6Old cave2927713921Cueva ChicaO8[\*](#mst136-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Old cave3239631932[^2][^3]

To test whether polymorphisms are largely the result of common or rare SNPs, we eliminated all SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF \< 5%). Most polymorphisms were due to rare alleles ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online) and the number of polymorphisms was reduced in all of the populations ([table 1](#mst136-T1){ref-type="table"}). The largest reductions were observed in both new and old cave populations (N1, N2, and O4O6). Based on the MAF distributions in surface populations, two classes of SNPs were recognized. Those with MAF more than 5% in the surface populations were termed HIMAF SNPs, whereas those with MAF less than 5% were termed LOMAF SNPs. Of the 518 SNPs, 210 were LOMAF SNPs, and 308 were HIMAF SNPs. These differences in polymorphic SNP content are primarily the consequence of ascertainment bias caused because SNP discovery was based on an *F*~1~ cross in which a single old cave individual (O1) was mated with a surface individual ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online).

The mean observed heterozygosity (*H*~o~) averaged over LOMAF and HIMAF markers ranged from 0.05 ± 0.11 (N1) to 0.19 ± 0.11 (N3\*) and the mean unbiased expected heterozygosity (Nei's *H*~e~) varied from 0.05 ± 0.09 (N1) to 0.19 ± 0.12 (N3\*) ([supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). Mean allelic richness (AR) varied from 1.1 ± 0.08 (N1) to 1.47 ± 0.41 (O8\*). As expected, the percentage of polymorphic loci (%P) was positively correlated with the observed heterozygosity (Spearman's rho = 0.737, *P* \< 0.0001). The average percentage of polymorphic loci varied greatly among populations, ranging from 13.45 ± 0.015% (O4O6) to 49.66 ± 0.47% (N3\*). Overall, we detected the greatest diversities in the surface and admixed cave populations (N3\* and O8\*). Inbreeding coefficients across populations (*F*~IS~) ranged from −0.02 ± 0.04 in the O1 population to 0.31 ± 0.33 in the new cave populations (N2 and N3\*), suggesting higher inbreeding in admixed cave populations.

When Nei's *H*~e~ was averaged over all SNPs, there was no significant difference between new and old cave populations. Nei's *H*~e~ for new caves was 0.127 ± 0.071 and for old caves it was 0.113 ± 0.038 (*t*~5~ = 0.35, *P* = ns; data in [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). When HIMAF and LOMAF SNPs were distinguished; however, it was clear that trends in heterozygosities differed between the two cave groups. For LOMAF, SNPs average *H*~e~ was 0.037 ± 0.015 for new caves and 0.138 ± 0.046 for old caves (*t*~5~ = 3.54, *P* = 0.017). For HIMAF SNPs, the trend was in the opposite direction with average *H*~e~ being 0.217 ± 0.127 for new caves and 0.085 ± 0.047 for old caves (*t*~5~ = 1.96, *P* = 0.11). We tested the significance of the difference in trends with a two-way ANOVA with dummy variables representing the lineage and SNP set differences. The interaction term was highly significant (*F*~1,10~ = 10.18, *P* = 0.010). This suggests that the HIMAF SNPs (from SN1 and SN2 populations) represents the ancestral polymorphisms in new cave lineages and are shared to some extent with the old cave lineage. In contrast, LOMAF SNPs are specific for the old cave populations and to a much lesser extent in the new cave populations. Trends in heterozygosity were similar in SNPs discovered by Sanger sequencing as well as those revealed by RAD sequencing ([fig. 2](#mst136-F2){ref-type="fig"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.Trends in heterozygosity for different marker panels. Different histogram patterns represent different marker groups. Markers are divided in four groups; two groups based on the sequencing methodology used (RAD and Sanger sequencing), which are further divided into two more groups based on MAF in surface populations (MAF \> 5% or MAF \< 5%), as described in the legend. Surface populations: SN1 and SN2; New caves: N1, N2, and N3\*; Old caves: O1, O2O3, O4O6, and O8\*.

QTL Mapping in a Surface-Cave Cross
-----------------------------------

We mapped several phenotypes in an *F*~2~ cross between a new lineage surface fish and an old lineage cavefish (O1; Pachón). After quality control (see methods for details), the data set contained 474 SNPs for 273 *F*~2~ individuals. The integrated genetic map using both SNP and microsatellite markers had 40 linkage groups defined by 450 markers and a total genetic length of 2,646 cM. The map's average resolution was 6.5 cM. Forty-nine QTL were identified on the new map ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). This cross had previously been mapped with microsatellite markers ([@mst136-B76], [@mst136-B75]), but the availability of the new SNP markers allowed us to generate a more densely populated map and to estimate QTL parameters more precisely. More importantly, it allowed us to associate patterns of SNP variation among populations with the phenotypes influenced by QTL variation throughout the genome.

The number of QTL per trait ranged from one for estimated daily growth rate (*G*) to eight for relative eye size (*E*) ([table 2](#mst136-T2){ref-type="table"}). The positions of the QTL and their one logarithm of odds (LOD) score support intervals are shown in [supplementary figure S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online), and the best estimates of QTL parameters are listed in [table 3](#mst136-T3){ref-type="table"}. The LOD profiles were particularly narrow in LG3 and LG14 for lens and eye size QTL. These linkage groups correspond to the original LG14 and LG20, respectively ([@mst136-B75]). The QTL for eye size in our LG14 was the strongest we detected (LOD = 60.2, PEV = 49.2 ± 2.5%). Previously, this QTL had been detected with an LOD score of 30 and explained only 18% of the trait variance (12.5 standard errors of the mean \[SEM\] below the new value of 49.2%; *P* \< 10^−5^). The steep increase is centered on SNP marker *m315* and the effect strongly decreases toward the NYU14 marker, which was previously the center of the QTL ([@mst136-B75]). Another example of the improvement of QTL strength is a lens size (Ll) QTL in LG3. This QTL now accounts for 13.4 ± 3.0% of the variance, exceeding the earlier estimate of 4.2% by 3.07 SEM (*P* = 0.0021). This improvement is clearly the result of multiple SNP markers that were placed between the 16C and 133B microsatellite markers on our LG3 and narrowed down the QTL to the strong peak of LOD = 8, centered at 115.0 cM (95% confidence interval = 108.5--120.5). This new map allowed us to investigate whether outlier SNPs detected in the population genetic survey correspond in location to QTL. Table 2.Summary of the Measured Phenotypes and Identified QTLs in Surface × Old Cave (O1) Cross.TraitSymbolDescription of the TraitEye sizeEObserved eye size divided by eye size predicted from the regression of eye size on standard length (SL). Skew corrected in MultiQTL. Cave \< surface.PigmentationMeCount of melanophores in an area (2.0 × 0.4 mm^2^) located 3.0 mm above the left eye. See supplementary methods in [@mst136-B74] for illustration. Cave \< surface.PigmentationMdCount of melanophores in an area (2.0 × 0.4 mm^2^) located 2.0 mm below the insertion of the dorsal fin. Cave \< surface.PigmentationMaCount of melanophores in an area (2.0 × 0.4 mm^2^) located on the flanks 4.0 mm dorsal to the insertion of the anal fin. Cave \< surface.Lens sizeLe or LlObserved lens size standardized by eye size (Le) or by standard length (Ll). Cave \< surfaceRelative conditionCObserved weight divided by predicted weight calculated from regression of log weight on log length. Surface \< caveWeight lossWRate of weight loss on fast expressed as percent decrease per day. Weight loss is slower in cave than in surface individuals.GrowthGEstimated daily growth rate base on a 4-mm length at hatch and standard length at adulthood. Because four different broods were raised, the metric used was the residual after correction for group differences.LengthLResidual after multiple regression of standard length on age and dummy variables to correct for differences among holding tanks. Cave \< surface.DentaryDLength of the dentary standardized by standard length.Chemical senseAThreshold sensitivity to dissolved amino acids in the water assessed by searching response triggered by the addition of amino acid solution to the test aquarium. Responses were scored over the full range of concentrations and used to estimate the concentration at which response probability was 50%. This was scored as an integer (6--11) representing the concentration (10^−6^ to 10^−11^m). Pachón cave \> sensitivity than surface.[^4] Table 3.Summary of Identified QTL with Their Trait and Linkage Groups.LinkageTraitLocationRangeLOD*P*PEVPEVadSubstitution EffectHeterozygote EffectLG1E88.883.0--92.15.350.0010.032 ± 0.0100.028 ± 0.0097−0.098 ± 0.019−0.020 ± 0.018LG2Ma6352.9--80.33.510.0070.175 ± 0.0930.149 ± 0.074−22.0 ± 6.9−3.779 ± 5.968LG3Ll115108.5--120.58.180.0010.134 ± 0.0300.058 ± 0.036−0.261 ± 0.0870.212 ± 0.064LG3W199196.0--205.04.380.0030.089 ± 0.0300.023 ± 0.0230.043 ± 0.0300.059 ± 0.024LG4A85.372.7--92.24.830.0010.101 ± 0.0370.0099 ± 0.0120.223 ± 0.409−0.972 ± 0.241LG4L0.50.0--10.63.410.020.043 ± 0.0190.0049 ± 0.0092−0.226 ± 0.933−1.746 ± 0.75LG6D4737.0--57.04.170.0010.069 ± 0.0260.0087 ± 0.0096−0.009 ± 0.0070.021 ± 0.006LG6E57.946.9--594.320.0010.024 ± 0.00920.020 ± 0.0085−0.081 ± 0.018−0.018 ± 0.020LG8Ma0.50.0--2.43.740.0020.174 ± 0.0710.041 ± 0.0448.933 ± 8.142−14.245 ± 4.773LG10L13.39.1--17.84.240.0010.085 ± 0.0360.053 ± 0.029−3.016 ± 1.065−1.411 ± 1.083LG11A0.50.0--7.45.080.0010.110 ± 0.0340.054 ± 0.0331.022 ± 0.3510.710 ± 0.341LG12Md38.936.0--43.33.940.0020.240 ± 0.1080.161 ± 0.079−12.78 ± 6.186.205 ± 3.231LG12E21.517.0--25.75.420.001.025 ± .00920.015 ± .0085−0.063 ± 0.0330.038 ± .021LG13Md27.723.2--30.715.50.0010.292 ± 0.0470.288 ± 0.046−18.22 ± 2.01−0.701 ± 1.310LG13Me30.826.9--35.215.10.0010.348 ± 0.0440.344 ± 0.045−28.42 ± 2.750.220 ± 2.060LG14Ll0.50.0--4.88.640.0010.172 ± 0.0400.161 ± 0.043−0.449 ± 0.072−0.067 ± 0.047LG14E34.833.2--36.760.190.0010.492 ± 0.0250.481 ± 0.027−0.411 ± 0.020−0.041 ± 0.013LG14L180.0--38.82.990.0050.053 ± 0.0220.043 ± 0.023−2.742 ± 0.8260.431 ± 0.835LG15A0.50--2.565.520.0010.096 ± 0.0300.0033 ± 0.00470.018 ± 0.2660.985 ± 0.191LG16A12.87.1--22.83.590.0020.081 ± 0.0260.0089 ± 0.010−0.337 ± 0.2830.868 ± 0.175LG17A59.436.9--63.74.540.0020.090 ± 0.0310.080 ± 0.030−1.289 ± 0.279−0.242 ± 0.211LG20Le5.30.0--9.03.540.0020.071 ± 0.0260.014 ± 0.014−0.187 ± 0.115−0.296 ± 0.068LG20C63.351.1--75.05.140.0050.068 ± 0.0240.052 ± 0.022−0.069 ± 0.016−0.023 ± 0.015LG20L14.84.6--27.54.20.0090.084 ± 0.0380.032 ± 0.023−2.213 ± 1.1092.138 ± 0.651LG22W3.90.0--20.13.560.0010.098 ± 0.0260.051 ± 0.032−0.075 ± 0.027−0.048 ± 0.022LG25D28.518.1--42.94.050.0010.111 ± 0.0430.0084 ± 0.0120.006 ± 0.010−0.028 ± 0.007LG25Me54.249.4--59.04.140.0010.099 ± 0.0260.092 ± 0.028−14.50 ± 2.970.542 ± 2.920LG26A20.218.3--22.28.360.0010.264 ± 0.0610.119 ± 0.0431.558 ± 0.355−1.230 ± 0.203LG26Me24.620.7--30.04.10.0020.074 ± 0.0310.044 ± 0.027−9.637 ± 3.413−5.553 ± 2.202LG26C29.519.1--30.03.830.0050.046 ± 0.0170.040 ± 0.018−0.060 ± 0.015−0.001 ± 0.017LG27E0.50.0--3.52.940.0010.014 ± 0.00680.0016 ± 0.00230.009 ± 0.0210.046 ± 0.013LG28C2.80.0--9.850.0050.069 ± 0.0260.062 ± 0.0250.076 ± 0.017−0.012 ± 0.014LG28W21.88.0--24.63.540.0010.071 ± 0.0340.052 ± 0.037−0.075 ± 0.029−0.025 ± 0.024LG29C2619.2--29.75.240.0050.097 ± 0.0320.024 ± 0.0140.045 ± 0.015−0.057 ± 0.013LG29E2.80.0--8.310.290.0010.066 ± 0.0190.063 ± 0.018−0.147 ± 0.0230.013 ± 0.017LG30Md74.867.9--82.54.890.0010.105 ± 0.0460.029 ± 0.0245.219 ± 2.568−6.242 ± 2.583LG30Me83.469.6--89.93.970.0010.084 ± 0.0310.036 ± 0.0278.542 ± 3.822−6.797 ± 3.455LG30E132.5128.0--138.013.20.0010.072 ± 0.0170.047 ± 0.017−0.125 ± 0.0250.065 ± 0.016LG31Md35.322.9--44.36.880.0010.073 ± 0.0190.052 ± 0.019−7.651 ± 1.516−3.130 ± 1.437LG31Ll36.930.1--44.23.850.0020.079 ± 0.0290.012 ± 0.013−0.098 ± 0.0790.203 ± 0.048LG31C15.513.3--22.95.780.0050.057 ± 0.0170.047 ± 0.017−0.066 ± 0.0130.016 ± 0.014LG33C9.64.0--16.84.640.0050.056 ± 0.0190.050 ± 0.0190.068 ± 0.0140.011 ± 0.013LG33W2.80.0--3.92.910.0030.066 ± 0.0360.037 ± 0.029−0.061 ± 0.0300.039 ± 0.016LG34Md15.37.4--25.12.950.0060.040 ± 0.0180.014 ± 0.013−3.402 ± 2.2183.684 ± 1.190LG34G7.12.6--12.53.270.0020.084 ± 0.0320.051 ± 0.0310.043 ± 0.0160.019 ± 0.018LG34Ma19.75.1--24.52.990.0050.103 ± 0.0410.050 ± 0.031−12.02 ± 4.29−8.545 ± 3.939LG35L5.93.5--6.45.290.0010.076 ± 0.0270.064 ± 0.0243.421 ± 0.7170.841 ± 0.588LG37E0.50.0--8.65.390.0010.032 ± 0.0110.030 ± 0.0110.101 ± 0.0200.002 ± 0.015LG38Me22.517.9--24.83.880.0010.058 ± 0.0240.032 ± 0.019−8.320 ± 2.727−5.231 ± 2.077[^5]

As explained later, we identified outlier SNPs as candidates for having been subjected to directional selection through our population analyses and defined a subset of these that were shared among multiple cave populations. To test whether shared outlier SNPs tend to be associated with QTL, we considered only SNPs that were used to build the linkage map. Furthermore, we minimized the redundancies of multiple SNPs within bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) or sequenced genes by counting those features as single nonsignificant SNPs if they contained no outlier SNPs, or as one nonsignificant plus one outlier SNP, if they did. Of the 66 outlier SNPs so defined, four were located exactly on a QTL peak, a total of nine mapped within 1.0 cM, and a total of 12 mapped within 2.0 cM. The total map space spanned by ±2 cM flanking all of the QTL is 187.7 cM, which is 7.1% of the total map length of 2,646 cM. The expected number of outlier SNPs within 2 cM of a QTL is 4.65, which is significantly lower than the 12 observed (Yates corrected χ^2^= 10.8, df = 1, *P* \<\< 0.05). In a second test of association, mapped outlier SNPs were found to coincide in position with QTL (i.e., within 1 cM) significantly more often than mapped nonoutlier SNPs (10 of 68 vs. 14 of 334; *P* = 0.0027, Fisher's exact test), thus further supporting the hypothesis that significant SNPs are markers for sites in the genome relevant to troglomorphic evolution. Thus, the positions of outlier SNPs and QTL are significantly coincident. Testing for a broader association, however, did not reveal significance (29% of 66 mapped outlier SNPs were within QTL boundaries compared with 23% of the 257 nonsignificant SNPs, *P* = ns). We conclude that those cases in which the QTL/SNPs are closely paired arise because the two methods are signaling the same evolutionary event; but that the lack of broader scale significant association suggests that the QTL and SNP data sets give mostly complementary information about genomic regions where evolutionarily significant events occurred.

Genetic Differentiation
-----------------------

We used an analysis based on hierarchical island models of neutral divergence to detect loci significantly differentiated among population samples ([@mst136-B34]). The hierarchical portion of our analysis accounted for structure only in the surface populations; comparisons with cave populations were pairwise. Analyses were performed separately for each cave, because each cave represents an independent evolutionary origin. Differentiated SNP markers were termed outliers. The following comparisons were made: 1) old cave populations versus surface populations, followed by comparison of common outliers within the old cave lineage; 2) new cave populations versus surface populations, followed by comparison of common outliers within the new cave lineage; and 3) new cave versus old cave lineages ([fig. 1](#mst136-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). *F*~ST~ values plotted as functions of expected heterozygosities in cave-surface comparisons are shown in [figure 3](#mst136-F3){ref-type="fig"}. Details for each SNP and population are given in the [supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). In subsequent discussion, where appropriate, we distinguish between outlier SNPs that were identified in only one population in either or both lineages, and shared outlier SNPs that were observed in two or more cave populations from the same lineage. Although our criterion for shared outlier SNPs is two or more, the data in [supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online) show that on average they were shared among 3.66 populations, more than half of the seven studied. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.SNP locus-specific *F*~ST~ as a function of expected heterozygosity in cave vs. surface comparisons for 518 loci. Confidence envelopes corresponding to the 50%, 10%, 5%, and 1% quantiles are drawn as solid and dashed lines. Individual SNPs deviating from null expectations (derived from the hierarchical island model) are shown in blue (5% significance) or in red (1% significance). Open circles represent SNPs that were not significant. Per locus *F*~ST~ values were calculated at individual markers, with the following population structure: (*A*) N1 vs. surface (SN1 and SN2); (*B*) N2 vs. surface (SN1 and SN2); (*C*) N3\* vs. surface (SN1 and SN2); (*D*) O1 vs. surface (SN1 and SN2); (*E*) O2O3 vs. surface (SN1 and SN2); (*F*) O4O6 vs. surface (SN1 and SN2); (*G*) O8\* vs. surface (SN1 and SN2).

Parallel Evolution within the Old Lineage
-----------------------------------------

In comparisons between surface and old cave populations, the highest number of outlier SNPs was detected in the O1 population (135 total outliers), an expected consequence of ascertainment bias (see [supplementary material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). We also identified numerous outliers in two other old cave populations (108 and 104 in O8 and O2O3, respectively), but a much lower number in O4O6 (78) ([table 4](#mst136-T4){ref-type="table"}). For subsequent analysis, we only considered shared outlier SNPs ([fig. 4](#mst136-F4){ref-type="fig"}). These were far more common among LOMAF SNPs, 70 out of 216, than HIMAF SNPs, 7 out of 303 (χ^2^= 90.4, df = 1, *P* \<\< 0.0001). This suggests any of three possibilities: 1) that these alleles were present in the old surface progenitors, 2) that they arose by new mutation in the old lineage, or 3) that they are present in extant surface populations but at such low frequency as to elude detection. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.Venn diagram of the outlier loci identified in each cave lineage relative to surface populations and the number of shared outlier loci between the two lineages. (*A*) The number of outliers within QTL. (*B*) The number of outliers out of QTL. Outliers are also separated in both figures based on HIMAF SNPs and LOMAF SNPs (HIMAF SNPs/LOMAF SNPs, first and the second number in the bracket, respectively). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.Haplotype structure within linkage groups of interest. These include all linkage groups having QTL associated with outlier SNPs, plus one linkage group without QTL (LG7) for contrast. LG7 was chosen because it had the most outlier SNPs of any linkage group. For each region, haplotypes estimated in each population group were pooled. (*A*) Three sets of comparisons and their *P* values are given for (i) surface vs. new cave, (ii) surface vs. old cave, and (iii) old vs. new cave over the *Astyanax* linkage groups. Significance of Rsb statistics between groups is shown as −log10 *P* value. The dotted lines on the graphs represent the 5% significance limit; observations exceeding that limit represent significant differentiation of the compared groups. Significant *P* values indicate much slower EHHS decay in one population than the other, and therefore represent possible evidence of selection. Different colors represent markers in different linkage groups. (*B*) Extended haplotype homozygosity of an individual SNP site (EHHS) across three linkage groups. (i) EHHS across LG25, (ii) EHHS across LG3, (iii) EHHS across LG16. The red line represents EHHS in new cave populations, the blue line represents EHHS in old cave populations and the black line represents EHHS in surface populations. New cave populations are N1, N2, and N3\*, old cave populations are O1, O2O3, O4O6, and O8\* and surface populations are SN1 and SN2. Table 4.Numbers of *F*~ST~ Outliers Identified in Each Individual Population Based on the Hierarchical Model.Type of OutlierNew CavesOld CavesN1N2N3[\*](#mst136-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}O1O2O3O4O6O8[\*](#mst136-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Total30777313510478108Inside QTL10281937371939Outside QTL20495498675969HIMAF6434317111543LOMAF243430118936365All SNPs analyzed[\*\*](#mst136-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}313329331403450369396[^6][^7][^8]

We also detected shared outlier SNPs in two QTL that contained candidate genes. The first is the *m682* SNP in the *Oca2* gene in populations O1, O2O3, O4O6, and O8\*. The second example is a pair of SNP markers, *m595* and *m619*, from a BAC\_*GH1* containing the growth hormone candidate gene in populations O1, O2O3, and O8\* ([table 5](#mst136-T5){ref-type="table"}; [supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). We found no significantly differentiated SNPs in the QTL containing the other candidates, *Cryaa*, *Mc1r*, or *Prox1*. Note, however, that within surface-single cave comparison some of these SNPs were highly differentiated, even if not shared among multiple caves. Two such examples are *m689* in *Cryaa* and *m685* in *Oca2* in the O2O3 population ([table 5](#mst136-T5){ref-type="table"}). Another SNP, near the *Fgf8* gene, was exceptional in being a significant outlier in all the sampled cave populations (N1, N2, N3\*, O1, O2O3, O4O6, and O8\*; [table 5](#mst136-T5){ref-type="table"}). Table 5.Summary of *F*~ST~ Outliers Identified from Candidate Genes.Candidate GeneQTL StatusNo. of MarkersNo. of Markers after QCPopulations with Outliers*GH1*+55---*Oca2*+133O2O3*Cryaa*+98O1*Mc1r*+54O2O3*Fgf8*+52N1, N2, N3[\*](#mst136-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}, O1, O2O3, O4O6, O8[\*](#mst136-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}*Prox1*?32---*Mch1R*+10---*Hsp90*−10---[^9][^10]

To gain insights into the effects of linkage disequilibrium (LD), we reconstructed multi-SNP haplotypes within the QTL containing outlier SNPs and a comparison region with outliers SNPs, but no QTL. To further test the candidate regions for selection identified using *F*~ST~ statistics, we calculated the differences in the extended haplotype homozygosity decay (EHHS) between sets of populations (ρRsb, see Materials and Methods) ([@mst136-B98]; [@mst136-B36]).

We first counted the numbers of ρRsb more than 1.3 (*P* \< 0.05) within QTL on LG10, LG16, LG25, and LG33, and in the region on LG7 with outlier SNPs but no QTL. We then considered a region to be significant if it contained at least one SNP exceeding this threshold. Using this approach, we found five significant QTL supported by eight significant values in the seven linkage groups tested ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*i).

[Figure 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*i illustrates an example of EHHS within a candidate region in LG25 that is associated with a QTL for size of the dentary bone. Its core haplotype had EHHS values of approximately 0.6 over an interval region of 25 cM ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*i); this suggests high homozygosity of this particular haplotype and that it was selected in old cave populations. This is likely to be an example of parallel molecular evolution in the old cave lineage.

Parallel Evolution within the New Cavefish Lineage
--------------------------------------------------

The percentages of total outlier SNPs in the new cave lineage ranged from 9.6% in N1 to 23.4% in N2. We identified two outliers unique for new cave populations, one of which was present within a QTL for eye size and length on LG14 and another in LG12 that is not associated with a QTL. The numbers of outlier loci detected comparing old cave with surface populations were not significantly greater than for new cave to surface populations ([table 4](#mst136-T4){ref-type="table"}). In the new cave populations, we only detected one outlier SNP near (1.76 cM) a candidate QTL for lens size ([table 5](#mst136-T5){ref-type="table"}, gene *Fgf8*).

Within the new cave lineage, we detected six significant regions in four linkage groups (LG3, LG7, LG10, and LG16) ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*ii). Analysis of EHHS in LG3 showed fixation of the new cave haplotype (EHHS = 1) that was extended over 10cM from the core haplotype ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*ii). In contrast, surface and old cave populations had significantly lower EHHS values that quickly decayed. This suggests positive selection of this haplotype in the new cave populations and is an example of parallel molecular evolution in the new cave lineage.

Convergent Evolution of *Astyanax* Cavefish
-------------------------------------------

Forty-four SNPs that were outliers common to both old and new cave populations are candidates for convergent evolution, although their ancestral state is unknown. Twelve of these markers were present in seven QTL regions. Thirty-two other markers that were in common were not present within the QTL ([supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online).

The sharing of outlier SNPs between lineages was significantly greater than predicted by chance. Counting all SNPs in [supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online), we noted how often there was at least one *P* value of 0.05 or less in both the old and new cave population set. The observation was 119 times out of 518, compared with an expectation of 92.8, based on the proportions of hits among old and new caves, separately (Yates corrected χ^2^= 8.67, df = 1, *P* = 0.005).

Significant ρ*Rsb* values were common to old and new caves in two instances. In the first case, we detected three significant regions in QTL for sensitivity to dissolved odorants in LG16 ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*iii). Furthermore, two of the three regions were not significantly different between the two cave groups, suggesting that the same allele may be present in both new and old lineages. In the second case, significance was detected in LG7, which has no QTL ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*iii).

Core haplotypes within QTL in LG16 exhibited the highest homozygosity in both the old and new cave groups ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*iii). Values of EHHS in both new and old cave populations were as high as 0.6 (new cave) and 1 (old cave) and decayed slowly across the region. In contrast, EHHS in surface populations decayed quickly to 0.6 and to 0. This suggests convergence of those haplotypes in both old and new caves.

Discussion
==========

Numerous SNPs Are Significantly Diverged in Multiple Cave Populations
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Advances in population genomics made genome-wide screens for adaptive loci feasible even in species lacking a sequenced genome ([@mst136-B4]; [@mst136-B15]; [@mst136-B42]; [@mst136-B87]; [@mst136-B88]; [@mst136-B89]; [@mst136-B70]; [@mst136-B84]).

Our study investigated the genetic framework of adaptation to a cave environment by means of a genome scan for the loci with outlier behavior based on 518 SNP markers. We looked for loci diverging from neutral expectations when comparing populations between the old and new lineages. Altogether, 77 outlier loci were identified as potentially involved in adaptation to the cave environment because they were detected in two or more independent populations from the same lineage. This result confirmed the power of the outlier method to reveal potentially selected loci when multiple comparisons are available and when the association between demography and selection may be complex and/or cryptic as in this system.

The forces driving the evolution of cave phenotypes are still debated, with strong advocacy for 1) neutral mutation and drift, 2) direct selection, and 3) indirect selection through pleiotropy ([@mst136-B74]; [@mst136-B49]; [@mst136-B108], [@mst136-B109]; [@mst136-B113]). Although we believe that all three mechanisms are involved in cave evolution, the present results strongly support a pervasive role for selection, direct or indirect, in the process.

Other population genetic causes besides natural selection, such as admixture and the Wahlund's effect, can also cause outlier behavior ([@mst136-B56]; [@mst136-B9]; [@mst136-B57]; [@mst136-B8]; [@mst136-B43]). For example, microsatellite surveys of the N3\* and O8\* populations showed admixture between cave and surface individuals ([@mst136-B16]); consistent with this we identified many loci out of HW in both of these populations as well as many loci with *F*~IS~ more than 0 ([supplementary table S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). Thus, there might be some influence of admixture on the estimation of the outliers, due to Wahlund effects. To test whether SNP differentiation could be caused by demography rather than natural selection, we examined the correlation between *F*~IS~ and *F*~ST~ over all populations at each polymorphic locus. Cave populations in which *F*~IS~ could be calculated exhibited rather extreme values, either *F*~IS~ = 1 or *F*~IS~ = 0 ([supplementary table S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). Intermediate values were mostly present in admixed populations (N3\* and O8\*) and in the old population (O4O6). Again, we did not see significant correlations between *F*~ST~ and *F*~IS~ ([supplementary fig. S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). Thus, inbreeding is not a major contributing factor in SNP differentiation.

We detected 77 outlier SNPs shared across independently derived cave populations (31 exclusive to old and two exclusive to new cave populations). Although some of these cases might arise through chance events, the most parsimonious explanation is that in most cases the same genomic regions were involved in parallel adaptations within each lineage. This suggests that parallel genetic changes are correlated with the level of the relationship between the populations, and that evolutionary history is a very important factor in the process of adaptation ([@mst136-B19]; [@mst136-B101]; [@mst136-B18]; [@mst136-B26]; [@mst136-B100]; [@mst136-B99]).

Forty-four convergent loci across different lineages were also present and they suggest that despite the different evolutionary history of the two lineages the same alleles were used in the evolution of independent populations. The repeated usage of the same genes across distantly related populations and taxonomic groups is well established for some genes in vertebrates (i.e., Mc1r) ([@mst136-B60]; [@mst136-B44]; [@mst136-B2]) as well as usage of same loci in distantly related mimetic butterflies ([@mst136-B6]; [@mst136-B24]). This suggests that there are constraints on which genomic regions can evolve to generate particular adaptive phenotypic variants and thus that the evolutionary response may be predictable to some extent ([@mst136-B67]).

Earlier studies suggested that old cave populations may be specifically distinct from surface fish of the El Abra, but, as of yet, there have been no systematic studies of this question and it remains unresolved. However, given the long history of divergence between surface and old cave populations, limited gene-flow (allopatric populations) and periodical changes in population size, some genome-wide genetic barriers such as hybrid sterility between those populations could be expected. In this case, evolutionary divergence between those populations detected as outlier loci might be related to genomic regions that are impermeable to introgression between taxa (Dobzhansky--Muller interactions) due to the association with a barrier ([@mst136-B66]; [@mst136-B110]). As a result, some of the *F*~ST~ outliers could be false positives and not necessarily indicative of natural selection ([@mst136-B12]). Because of this possibility, as emphasized earlier, we only considered statistically significant outliers as potentially biologically significant when they occurred in two or more independently derived populations.

We observed instances of long distance LD in both old and new cave populations while surface populations showed low LD ([supplementary fig. S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). It is possible that these LD structures reflect unidirectional gene flow from surface to cave populations or epistatic interactions among loci. Our haplotype analysis within QTL regions shows different levels of EHH in different loci ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}), which further suggests the existence of extended LD islands, perhaps reflecting significant population structure or epistasis, as has been observed in other natural systems (white fish and sticklebacks) ([@mst136-B45]; [@mst136-B77]). Epistasis and gene flow could create false positive outliers. Previous work suggests that there is little gene flow from surface to the old cave populations, but perhaps there is a greater influx of surface genes into the new cave populations ([@mst136-B16]; [@mst136-B96]) so this is, at worst, a minor distorting factor.

Repeated Evolution from Standing Genetic Variation
--------------------------------------------------

The data suggest that standing variation was an important source of adaptive variants facilitating cave adaptation. We base this conclusion on the recurrent patterns of heterozygosity reduction at the same outlier loci, and divergence of the same haplotypes in independent cavefish populations. Independent repeated mutations and their subsequent fixation in moderately sized or small populations, such as we have in *Astyanax*, are unlikely to occur in independently derived populations ([@mst136-B20]; [@mst136-B101]; [@mst136-B18]; [@mst136-B26]; [@mst136-B100]; [@mst136-B99]).

Other studies have come to similar conclusions. In sticklebacks, alleles at the Ectodysplasin (*Eda*) locus responsible for putatively adaptive reductions in bony lateral plates are present in low frequencies in the ancestral populations, and rapidly increased in frequency subsequent to the populations' invasion of freshwater habitats ([@mst136-B21]; [@mst136-B5]; [@mst136-B86]). Recent genome wide studies of sticklebacks and whitefish also suggest that most of the adaptive variation is present in a very low frequency in the ancestral population ([@mst136-B47]; [@mst136-B78]).

One limitation in our ability to reconstruct the evolutionary events leading to present day population structure is that the genetic states in the ancestral surface fish are unknown. This limitation is common to all such studies. In our case, we use extant surface fish from the El Abra region as surrogates for the ancestors, because these are the most closely related surface stocks that have yet been identified. For many of the cave related traits, the counterpart surface phenotypes, such as functional eyes and pigmentation, are under strong stabilizing selection, and it may be that their current genetics closely reflects the ancestral state.

We also observed a large reduction of variation in cave populations that can be explained by demographic events (i.e., bottleneck) during cave colonization or by ascertainment bias introduced by our SNP discovering approach; these largely decreased our power to detect outlier loci. This resulted in small numbers of variants that were present in either new or old lineages (LOMAF SNPs) but at low frequencies or undetected in the surface populations (HIMAF and LOMAF SNPs).

Although it is possible that some of the increases in frequencies of the same haplotypes that occurred in independent populations could have been driven by selection for independent mutations that arose close in time to when the cave colonization events occurred, we consider this unlikely. Furthermore, some of the adaptive haplotypes (i.e., LG3) were also identified in surface populations. Taken together, the sum of the data suggest that at least some of the commonly selected loci in independent cave populations represent cases of standing genetic variation, sorted out by natural selection during parallel cave adaptation.

The multiple independent instances of cave adaptation within two different lineages allowed us to explore the possibility of reuse of the same alleles in the adaptation of those populations. We observed more outlier loci to be shared within each lineage than between the lineages. This suggests that the parallel reuse of the same variation is very likely. This allows for possible understanding of evolutionary paths, because the structure of the variation, epistasis, and linkage in the genome that is required for the adaptive shift to happen is still shared in high degree, especially among recently diverged lines ([@mst136-B23]). Thus, we suggest that sharing of population history between phylogenetically close populations of new and old lineages plays a significant role in the response to a new environment. However, we do not know if the same mutations in the parallel cases are involved in the adaptation because our study could not distinguish among individual mutations in the same or closely linked loci.

Integrating Population Genetics with QTL Mapping to Detect Repeated Evolution
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We expected that outlier loci would tend to map within QTL and candidate genes if their divergences were correlated with the evolution of cave phenotypes. This expectation has met mixed success in previous studies. For example, recent studies in sticklebacks showed that multiple peaks of differentiation fell within previously found QTL ([@mst136-B69]; [@mst136-B25]; [@mst136-B3]; [@mst136-B46]; [@mst136-B82]), and similar results have been found in *Heliconius* butterflies ([@mst136-B6]; [@mst136-B24]; [@mst136-B51]; [@mst136-B103]). In other studies, however, little correlation between differentiation and QTL was detected in pea aphids, whitefish, and sunflowers ([@mst136-B81]; [@mst136-B111]; [@mst136-B102]; [@mst136-B78]). In our case, a subset of outlier SNPs were significantly closely linked to QTL, but there were many outlier SNPs not near QTL and many QTL not near outlier SNPs. Thus, in our comparison of cavefish and surface stock, QTL and outlier analyses give complementary, rather than coincident information. There are several reasons why this might be so.

QTL analyses typically begin with small numbers of line founders. As such, they usually capture only a subset of relevant loci. Further, the power of QTL analysis to detect and localize evolutionarily relevant loci is limited by the relatively small number of progeny that can be raised and by the low number of recombinants generated between close markers ([@mst136-B93]). Thus, the subset of QTL detected in our previous studies may have missed a proportion of the loci under selection pressure in natural populations. Also, it may be that *F*~ST~-based signatures of selection we detected are correlated with other troglomorphic traits not included in our QTL studies. It may also be that ancient correlations between QTL and *F*~ST~ outliers have decayed through time; adaptive QTL have longer persistence times than population genetic signatures of selection, which eventually narrow through recombination. In this light, we must note, however, that we detected more loci as outliers in old cave populations. This unanticipated result might largely reflect the influence of ascertainment bias from sampling SNPs from hybrids between one old cave population and one surface population. Finally, it is possible that our analysis missed outlier loci through too stringent a criterion for their detection (i.e., we defined an outlier by its presence in two or more populations from the same lineage) and that some of the candidate loci do not have any adaptive significance ([@mst136-B75]; [@mst136-B109]).

We mapped the gene *Fgf8* to within the QTL for lens size in LG3. Haplotype analysis of the markers in this region revealed significant divergence of new cave populations, suggesting a history of directional selection ([fig. 5](#mst136-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). A recent study in cavefish described signaling modifications of *Fgf8* and suggested that its early embryonic expression pattern is crucial to the normal development of the eye and lens ([@mst136-B72]).

We also identified parallel evolution in old cave populations as significant haplotypes near QTL for length (LG10), for the size of the dentary (LG25), and for condition factor (LG33) ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). One phenotype for which we have identified potential convergence is related to sensitivity to dissolved amino acids, a presumed feeding adaptation, (LG16-A, [supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online). However, no potential candidate genes could be identified in this region because no genome sequence is yet available for this species and BLAST searches of other organisms failed to find informative alignments.

Conclusion
==========

The *Astyanax* cavefish system has a unique combination of properties that ideally suit it for the study of the molecular bases of adaptive evolution. It has a complex phylogeny with independent convergences on a cave-adapted phenotype occurring in numerous cave populations in two long diverged lineages (6.7 Ma). This permits investigation of potential parallel and convergent molecular changes. From comparisons of SNP variation among multiple cave and surface fish populations, we identified 77 outlier SNPs that diverged in frequency in two or more independently evolved cave populations out of a total of 518 SNPs surveyed. SNPs were shared among cave populations of the same lineage and sometimes between lineages, providing evidence of both parallel and convergent molecular evolution, and suggesting that standing variation in ancestral populations, rather than new mutation, provided most of the alleles involved in cave adaptation. Reuse of the same alleles was more common in populations the more closely they were related, in agreement with other recent studies ([@mst136-B23]). For the most part, outlier SNPs did not co-map with the QTL we identified for cave adapted phenotypic variation, perhaps because of the antiquity of the evolutionary events. As such, the SNP and QTL data sets are complementary; both provide important information for the ultimate identification of the causative loci and alleles.

Materials and Methods
=====================

DNA Sampling
------------

### *F*~2~ Cross Samples

We used DNA samples from a previously described *F*~2~ mapping progeny obtained by crossing two full sib *F*~1~ individuals derived from a cross between a wild caught surface fish (Rió Valles, San Luis Potosi) and an individual from the O1 (Pachón) cave population ([@mst136-B76], [@mst136-B74]).

### Wild Specimens Derived from Two Diverged Lineages

Fish specimens used in this study were collected in March 2008 and preserved in 70% ethanol in the field. Subsequent DNA extraction was done by standard methods described elsewhere ([@mst136-B76]). We collected samples from multiple geographical locations in Northeast Mexico: El Abra region: Cueva Pachón (O1, *n* = 32), Cueva Yerbaniz (O2, *n* = 10), Japonés (O3, *n* = 12), Cueva Arroyo (O4, *n* = 12), Curva (O6, *n* = 17), Cueva Chica (O8\*, *n* = 32, \* denotes an admixed population); Guatemala region: Cueva Molino (N1, *n* = 21), Cueva Caballo Moro (N2, *n* = 26); Micos region: Cueva Río Subterráneo (N3\*, *n* = 25, \* denotes an admixed population); from caves and from surface localities on the eastern face of the Sierra de El Abra: SN1: SN1a (*n* = 8), SN1b (*n* = 10), SN1c (*n* = 7), and SN1d (*n* = 20), to the south and west of the El Abra, Rio Subterráneo Valley surface locality (SN2, *n* = 25). The distribution of the populations and their geographical positions are shown in the map ([fig. 1](#mst136-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*).

### SNP Discovery

RAD tag sequencing ([@mst136-B3]; [@mst136-B28]; [@mst136-B91]; [@mst136-B29]) was done on three *Astyanax F*~1~ individuals from a cross between a surface fish and a cavefish from population O1 (Pachón) to identify SNPs informative for linkage map construction in the *F*~2~ mapping progeny. DNA from each of the three *F*~1~ hybrids was digested with high fidelity SbfI (New England Bio labs) and RAD tag libraries were created as in [@mst136-B3]. The multiplexed *Astyanax* library was placed on a single channel of the Illumina GAII system using 2 × 36 bp sequencing chemistry (Paired End Sequencing).

To develop additional polymorphic markers, we resequenced eight candidate genes and five BACs from a BAC genomic library ([@mst136-B30]). Four BAC clones were randomly picked from the library and one clone was selected because it contained the potential candidate gene, growth hormone (GH). A standard BAC library screening method was used to extract the GH clone ([@mst136-B30]). We obtained flanking sequences around the candidate genes *Mc1r*, *Oca2*, *Fgf8*, and *Cryaa* ([@mst136-B97]; [@mst136-B76]; [@mst136-B79]; [@mst136-B38]) using the Genome Walker kit (Clontech) and gene-specific primers designed using the online software program Primer3 (frodo.wi.mit.edu, last accessed August 26, 2013).

SNPs markers were developed based on sequencing of candidate genes and BAC fragments using a panel of 24 individuals from surface and 12 from cave populations (six from old and six from new cave populations). Sequencing of polymerase chain reaction products was performed on an ABI3730 automated DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Polymorphic loci were detected by alignment of sequences in BioEdit v7.0.9 ([@mst136-B40]) and verified by visual inspection of the chromatograms. All the SNPs for BAC fragments and candidate gene regions were chosen such that the MAF of a given SNP was at least 5% (3 surface individuals out of 24 sequenced). This data set contained a total of 188 SNP markers. All the sequences with the assigned SNPs are present in the NCBI database with the submitted SNP (ss) numbers: 825690719--825691453.

### SNP Genotyping

We genotyped SNPs derived using the MassARRAY mass spectrometry platform (Sequenom, San Diego, CA) to genotype 272 samples from 12 natural populations ([table 1](#mst136-T1){ref-type="table"}) for 745 SNPs and 276 *F*~2~ individuals for 675 SNPs (not all SNPs within the same gene or BAC clone were typed in the *F*~2~ because the low recombination rate made them redundant ([supplementary fig. S4*B*](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst136/-/DC1) online).

Assays were multiplexed up to 40 SNPs per reaction. All SNP genotyping was performed according to the standard Sequenom iPLEX protocol ([@mst136-B17]). Genotypes were assigned based on the presence of mass peaks by the MassARRAY Typer v4.0 software (Sequenom) ([@mst136-B17]). Results were manually inspected and verified, using the MassARRAY Typer Analyzer v4.0 software (Sequenom).

### Quality Control of Surveyed Markers

Basic quality control was performed on all the markers used either in linkage map construction or in population genomics analysis. Low quality markers, defined as those with 20% missing data or with singleton SNPs, were discarded. Individuals in which more than half the genotypes were missing were discarded from further analysis. Additional classification was performed on the genotypes from natural populations.

SNPs were pooled in two groups based on their polymorphism in the surface population: MAF more than 5% versus MAF less than 5%. Those in the first category are termed HIMAF SNPs while those in the latter are termed LOMAF SNPs. This grouping was based on our expectation that the majority of the variability should be present in the surface population in the form of standing genetic variation at least for the more recent cave lineages (new caves).

### Genetic Diversity

Measures of genetic diversity were estimated for each marker and each population or population group (discussed later) by calculating the percentage of polymorphic SNPs (PO), the mean number of alleles per SNP (*A*), and the observed (*H*~o~) and unbiased expected heterozygosities defined as *H*~e~ = (*n*/\[*n* − 1\]) × 2*pq* where *n* represents the sample size and *p* and *q* frequencies of each allele ([@mst136-B63]; [@mst136-B65]). AR and private AR, were calculated for all populations and corrected (rarefied) based on the smallest sample size (*n* = 22) using HP-Rare ([@mst136-B52]). The within-population fixation index *F*~IS~ = 1 − (*H*~o~/*H*~e~) was calculated as previously described ([@mst136-B64]; [@mst136-B104]). Deviations from HWE were estimated for each polymorphic marker in each population using a Fisher's exact test as described in [@mst136-B105].

We verified that pooling across populations did not cause spurious departures from HWE in our data; populations pooled together were generally very similar in their allelic frequency distributions (data not shown). Thus, we combined groups as follows: for old cave populations, O2 + O3 = O2O3 and O4 + O6 = O4O6. For surface populations SN1a + SN1b + SN1c + SN1d = SN1. All the other populations were treated as independent units. Designations of pooled groups are used consistently in this article. Bonferroni correction was applied in all analyses in which multiple testing was employed ([@mst136-B33]).

### Outlier Loci Detection

To detect potentially adaptive regions in the *Astyanax* genome, we tested for loci with atypical behavior (outlier loci), defined herein as those exhibiting higher *F*~ST~ values than expected based on drift alone ([@mst136-B56]; [@mst136-B104]; [@mst136-B9]; [@mst136-B57]; [@mst136-B8]; [@mst136-B7]; [@mst136-B13]; [@mst136-B48]; [@mst136-B62]).

We calculated the Wright--Fisher estimator of population differentiation (*F*~ST~) using the hierarchical island model as implemented in ARELQUIN v3.5 ([@mst136-B8]; [@mst136-B34]; [@mst136-B35]). This model allows for nested analysis of variance and thus accounts for replicated population samples within each hierarchically structured population ([@mst136-B9]; [@mst136-B8]; [@mst136-B34]). We accounted for the structuring in the surface populations (SN1 and SN2) and contrasted their allelic diversity with each of the cave population groups separately (N1, N2, N3\*, O1, O2O3, O4O6, and O8\*). The analysis was performed assuming the presence of 20 groups (k) of 100 demes (d) with 100,000 simulated loci under the model of hierarchical structure. Prior work has suggested that these parameters give reliable results ([@mst136-B8]; [@mst136-B34]; [@mst136-B35]). Changing these parameters had little effect on the results of the analyses.

Divergences of the individual loci based on *F*~ST~ measures were calculated for each cave-surface pair. *F*~ST~ values are shown as functions of expected average heterozygosities (*H*~e~) and *F*~ST~. *P* values were estimated based on the joint distribution between *F*~ST~ and *H*~e~ using a kernel density function.

All the markers (HIMAF SNPs and LOMAF SNPs), a total of 518, were used in ARLEQUIN v3.5 simulations, and the significant outliers were sorted after analysis; only markers that were repeatedly identified in two or more populations from the same lineage were considered for further analysis. This conservative approach minimized false positives reflecting possible errors in outlier detection methodology. For example, there could be discrepancies when the number of immigrants is asymmetrical between populations ([@mst136-B59]), which is the case of some of our populations (e.g., migration between the surface population and the O8\* cave population). In this analysis, we limited our search to patterns of divergence suggesting directional selection, due to documented limitations of these methods to detect balancing selection ([@mst136-B34]; [@mst136-B62]).

All the detected loci were classified by their origin: as across lineage outliers (present in old and new cave populations) or as lineage-specific outliers (present only in old or new cave populations).

### Linkage Map Construction

The previously published linkage map was based on genotyping 539 *F*~2~ individuals using microsatellite markers. The map had 29 linkage groups defined by 259 markers, a total map length of 2,148 cM, and an average resolution of 9.3 cM ([@mst136-B76], [@mst136-B75]).

We genotyped a subset (*n* = 270 individuals) of the original mapping progeny for 451 SNPs and constructed a new, integrated map by including 259 microsatellite markers. For map construction, we used Multipoint software, as previously described ([@mst136-B54]). Data were checked for segregation patterns and genotypic phase based on parental genotypes. As the progenitors of the mapping progeny were collected from outbred populations, a number of the SNP loci (45) were heterozygous in both *P*~1~ individuals. These were uninformative for mapping and omitted from further analysis. The detailed approach for map generation was previously described ([@mst136-B75]). Briefly, we performed quality control on the loci that showed abnormal segregation as determined using a chi-square goodness of fit test, and removed those where *P* was less than 0.005. When two or more markers mapped to nearly identical positions, redundant markers were discarded from the map. The final map contained 450 markers and defined 40 linkage groups with a total map length of 2,646 cM (the haploid number in this species is *n* = 25).

QTL mapping with our new map was repeated as done previously ([@mst136-B75]) to establish the regions of interest related to the quantitative trait. We recalculated the QTL for 11 traits previously phenotyped: relative eye size (*E*), melanophore numbers on the flanks (Ml), dorsal melanophore numbers (Md), melanophore numbers in the eye area (Me), condition factor (*C*), sensitivity to dissolved amino acids (*A*), rate of weight loss on fast (*W*), body length (*L*), rib numbers (*B*), estimated daily growth rate (*G*), and relative length of the dentary bone (*D*) ([@mst136-B75]). Detailed descriptions of each trait are given in [table 2](#mst136-T2){ref-type="table"}. MultiQTL ([www.multiqtl.com](www.multiqtl.com), last accessed August 26, 2013) was used to search for single QTL for the traits listed earlier to determine the LOD scores and proportions of phenotypic variances in the *F*~2~ mapping progeny explained by the total and additive effects of the QTL ([table 3](#mst136-T3){ref-type="table"}).

In brief, we first identified linkage groups with significant or suggestive trait associations (*P* \< 0.10) using simple interval mapping ([@mst136-B55]). Next, all linkage groups with putative QTL were used as starting sets for multiple interval mapping (MIM) using the MIM functions of MultiQTL for each trait ([@mst136-B54]). MIM models each QTL, adjusting for the effects of all other detected QTL for the same trait through an iterative process. This procedure minimizes the effects of background variation and optimizes the estimates of QTL parameters ([@mst136-B53]). Many of the linkage groups in the starting sets had no significant QTL and were eliminated in the first round of MIM. Repeating the MIM analysis generally led to an improvement in significance and precision of the remaining QTL, although some occasionally lost significance. When QTL lost significance, they were eliminated and the procedure was repeated until a stable set was obtained. The final rounds of MIM analysis for each trait with parameters set at the highest stringency confirmed that the estimates of QTL were consistent. Permutation was used to assess significances of all QTL, and confidence intervals on their positions were determined by bootstrap analyses. The significance threshold was set at *P* = 0.05 for individual QTL, with a genome-wide false detection rate of 10% (FDR = 0.10). These methods detect at most one QTL per trait per linkage group. Although it is possible to test hypotheses of two linked QTL using MultiQTL, the data set is small and there is insufficient power to reliably detect linked QTL. Thus, the tests were not performed.

### Phasing and Haplotype Analysis

Regions of interest were defined based on the QTL position in the linkage map. Only QTL regions in which SNP outliers were detected were used in the haplotype phasing. The size of the phased region was defined as the one-LOD support interval ([@mst136-B55]). All the markers within the support interval were used in phasing individual genotypes into haplotypes. Genotypes of individuals from each natural population were phased into haplotypes using fastPHASE v1.2. ([@mst136-B85]). We used 20 random starts, 200 sampled haplotypes from the posterior distribution, and 10 cross-validation numbers of clusters in the fastPHASE settings algorithm. All the genotypes with posterior probabilities lower than 90% were treated as missing data and were not included in further analysis. We also performed additional quality control by removing haplotypes if the phase could not be inferred for all markers. Haplotypes with frequencies less than 5% were discarded from further analysis.

To contrast the length of haplotype homozygosity regions between surface and new cave, surface and old cave, and new versus old cave populations, we calculated *Rsb* statistics using the *calc_ehhs* and *ies2rsb* functions of the *rehh* package in R ([@mst136-B98]; [@mst136-B36]). This statistic permits the contrasting of differences in decay of extended haplotype homozygosity at individual SNP sites (EHHS). EHHS is defined as the decay of identity of haplotypes starting from the core SNP site of a population as a function of distance ([@mst136-B83]; [@mst136-B98]; [@mst136-B36]). To identify regions in which EHHS was significantly higher in cave populations than in the surface population, we calculated Rsb statistics as a ratio of the integrated EHHS relative to map distances (cave population over surface population) standardized as described previously ([@mst136-B98]; [@mst136-B36]).
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[^1]: **Associate editor:** Michael Nachman

[^2]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Summary of the population locations and abbreviations, their origins, and sample sizes (*N*). Column a lists the number of loci, out of the original 518, that remained after excluding monomorphic loci in the population. Column *b* lists the numbers of loci remaining after further eliminating those with MAF \<5% (see Materials and Methods for details). The numbers of SNPs per population that do not follow HW equilibrium (not in HW) are shown in last column. *a* is the number of polymorphic marker in each population, *b* is the number of polymorphic markers in each population after removing MAF \< 5%.

[^3]: \*Admixed populations previously described.

[^4]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Description of the measured phenotypes, abbreviations (symbol), and description of their calculation in the *F*~2~ generation as previously reported ([@mst136-B75]).

[^5]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Trait: refer [table 2](#mst136-T2){ref-type="table"}; location on LG (cM), Range (= one LOD score support interval), maximum LOD score (LOD) and significance (*P*) after MIM. PEV refers to total trait variance; PEVad refers to the proportion of additive variance explained by the QTL. Allelic substitution and heterozygote effects and their standard errors are listed in the last two columns.

[^6]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Outliers are further characterized by their location within or outside of QTL and by SNP category (LOMAF SNPs vs. HIMAF SNPs).

[^7]: \*Admixed populations previously described.

[^8]: \*\*Number of markers that are polymorphic in surface population and/or individual cavefish population from which *F*~ST~ values were calculated.

[^9]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Abbreviations represent the following genes: *GH*, growth hormone; *Oca2*, oculocutaneous albinism type 2; *Cryaa,* αA-crystallin; *Mc1r*, melanocortin 1 receptor; *Fgf8*, fibroblast growth factor 8; *Prox1*, prospero homeobox 1; *Mch1R*, melanin concentrating hormone 1; *Hsp90*, heat shock protein 90; QTL status, presence in a QTL; Markers typed, number of markers genotyped in the study; markers after QC, number of markers after quality control of the markers; Outliers, significant *F*~ST~ value (0.05) and population in which the marker was observed. QC, quality control (MAF \>0.05); ? = unknown QTL status.

[^10]: \*Admixed populations previously described in [@mst136-B16].
